
WRITING A SUMMARY LESSON 4TH GRADE

Try the A Simple Summary pre-lesson. Third Grade - Fifth Grade Students will be able to write a simple summary after
reading a fiction text.

Usually, we encourage students to think for themselves. The resources are also hands on, with several cut and
paste activities and a scavenger hunt. Provide a student-friendly definition of the word main ideas and details.
Call on three volunteers to provide examples of a summary. Beginning: Have ELs turn and talk to a partner
about the important information from the text, using English or L1. Review and closing 5 minutes Ask
students if they think all summaries are 10 words long. Then, give an example of a word summary for the clip.
Usually, we want students to share as many details as possible. In addition, critical thinking skills are
improved as students decide on the main ideas of the reading to include in the summary. Summarizing is
actually a specific and technical skill. Circulate and offer support as needed. Take this opportunity to talk to
the students about the importance of marking text as a study skill. Beginning: Ask students to talk to a partner
about the definition of the word summary using English or their home language L1. Encourage partnerships to
write their summaries on paper or whiteboards. As with any new skill, especially a writing skill, students need
to be explicitly taught. Have students work on reading and marking the selection and then writing their
summaries by themselves this time or in pairs. Explain that the important points in a news story are often the
answers to the 5 W's who, what, when, where, why and one H how. Yes, over three hours. Guided Practice 10
minutes Play the second movie clip. Give some non-examples to establish how not to write a summary. Hold
up a novel, or have students take out their own novels if they have them on hand. A good clip to use is the
ending of Disney's Frozen , which depicts an event that can be summarized in one sentence. Keep the
completed worksheet displayed as students discuss. Home Link If you wish, assign the summaries for
homework, and make a student news summary part of your daily morning homeroom routine! The more
details students include, the better â€” except for in summarizing. Martin Luther King. What was the problem?
What would you do? You may also provide them with additional examples of word summaries. Accept a
verbal summary from ELs and allow them to utilize the graphic organizer. In addition, summarizing improves
reading skills as students pick out the main ideas of a reading; it also helps with vocabulary skills as students
paraphrase a reading, altering the vocabulary and grammar as they do so. Students will be able to write short,
informative summaries of stories and events. Introduce the concept of a summary to the class. What Exactly is
a Summary? Point out that even if the exact wording of the summaries are different, they all expressed the
same key information. Remember to emphasize the importance of conciseness in writing summaries. For
instance: The yellow cat walked across the street with the dog. This exercise teaches them to locate the main
parts of the story, such as the setting, plot and primary characters. Direct attention to the back cover. Join
Now! They can use this marked text as an outline to review later for quizzes. How many times have you told a
student that they need to add more details, write more, or make it longer? Intermediate: Provide a copy of the
graphic organizer for students. Although this is exactly 10 words long, it fails to give a general overview of
what was shown in the clip. Why Students Struggle With Summarizing Students struggle with summarizing
because it is counterintuitive to so many other things we have taught them.


